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1.  Buffer and Protect Neighborhoods

The        following eight principles were established to identify the district strengths, limitations 

and opportunities which provide a framework for the station planning strategy. These station 

area principles are necessary to help create an overall plan consistent with the input from the 

various stakeholders involved throughout the process.  The principles form the underlying basis 

and rationale for the Design Alternatives, Recommendations and Implementation Plan.

Although most of the area identified for station area development isn’t classified as residential, a substantial 
area encircling the district is defined by stable, primarily single-family residential neighborhoods, with some 
apartments to the south.  While redevelopment in the study area will bring beneficial new development 
opportunities to Eastlake, it should not interfere with the homes and neighborhoods within the established 
areas.  One of Thornton’s greatest assets, the character of the neighborhoods around Eastlake, needs to be 
preserved and buffered from impacts of the station development, including traffic.

Figure 4.1
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2.  Celebrate Eastlake

The Eastlake community characterizes the station area as one of the few truly unique stops along the entire 
network of FasTracks’ stations.  This plan must recognize its distinctive qualities and take steps to not only 
preserve the district, but encourage local businesses to revitalize.  Focus on reserving capital dollars for 
incremental improvements to streets and sidewalks, and provide façade grants for buildings.  Eastlake and its 
small-town qualities will become the destination transit riders and future residents to the area will be drawn 
to in addition to the TOD being planned.

Figure 4.2
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3.  Use Trails and Greenways to Strengthen Parks and Open Space

The green links already established in the Eastlake area provide a highly efficient option for accessing the 
open spaces and parks in the area.  Efforts taken now to effectively connect the trails to each other and 
the planned station, and integrating the network into new streets being contemplated creates a system that 
enables users a full range of transportation options.   Eastlake #1 Open Space can also be transformed into a 
dynamic centerpiece park, linking the entire green network of the study area. 

Figure 4.3
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4.  Improve Connections and Access to Regional Roads

A new network of connected streets along the west side of the station area will provide several options for 
motorists seeking access to the station as well as to the major arterials surrounding the study area:  120th 
Avenue, 128th Avenue, Washington Street, Claude Court, and 124th Avenue.  Currently overwhelmed by a 
lack of east-west and north-south roadways, there are many opportunities to alleviate  traffic, calm motorists 
on124th Avenue and design streets to accommodate more modes of transportation than merely cars and 
trucks.  

Figure 4.4
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5.  Don’t Let Transit be a Barrier

The Eastlake station, although a critical ingredient to nurturing growth in the area, is not the only component 
for development in Eastlake.  It shouldn’t create barriers between the Eastlake District and the new transit 
village being contemplated to the west.  Users should be able to utilize at-grade pedestrian crossings to access 
the station platform and Lake Avenue, and should have access to sub-grade bicycle connections to Eastlake #2 
Open Space and to bicycle connections from the west under the tracks.  These new connections would open 
up the park sites to new users.  Finding alternative mitigation to sound walls on the north and south sides 
of the station will also allow businesses to maximize visibility and capture the new market traveling along the 
corridor.  

Figure 4.5
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6.  Focus Development Opportunities West of the Station

There is no discernable motive for disrupting the homes, businesses, and streets east of the station area when 
there are countless opportunities to partner with landowners to the west and develop an integrated transit 
village on empty or underutilized parcels.  The commercial and industrial stability in the area should be 
maintained while incrementally adding new uses. New retail and residential in Eastlake will build capacity, 
add tax dollars, concentrate uses and add vibrancy to the neighborhood by providing choices for people to 
walk, bike, drive or take the train to their destinations. 

Figure 4.6
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7.  Foster Successful Partnerships

Eastlake is bounded by several large landowners: Thornton, Northglenn, Adams 12 Five Star Schools, the 
Lambertson parcel in Thornton and the Hinkhouse parcel in Northglenn.  Developing an open dialogue 
as soon as possible with each landowner, strategizing to build solid partnerships among the groups and 
potentially creating shared facilities between local agencies will enable all parties to benefit greatly from the 
new station development.  

Figure 4.7
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8.  Position Land Uses to be Good Neighbors

An overlay district that clarifies appropriate land uses, buffers, transitions and design guidelines needs to be 
implemented to provide a consistent, clear strategy for landowners and potential developers.   The guidelines 
and subsequent zoning will protect the careful arrangement of land uses needed to position Eastlake for 
unparalleled success in the future. 

Figure 4.8




